EVELYN KIRRANE AQUATICS CENTER
LAP POOL RULES
The following rules are in effect to ensure your safety and enjoyment, and may be amended or
supplemented by facility staff as situations warrant


We only allow feet first entries only in the Lap Pool



Use of the starting blocks is prohibited



When entering the pool, place yourself in the appropriate lane according to your speed



When joining a lane with one or more swimmers, please announce your presence to
avoid collision



If three or more swimmers are in a lane, circle swim by staying to your right at all times



Allow faster swimmers the opportunity to pass you if necessary, preferably at either end
of the lane



Swimming in the lap lane is continuous; do not stop in the middle of the lane



Do not hang on the lane lines



For your safety, EKAC lifeguards may require any adult with questionable swim ability
to take our “Deep End Test”

EVELYN KIRRANE AQUATICS CENTER
LESSON POOL RULES
The following rules are in effect to ensure your safety and enjoyment, and may be amended or
supplemented by facility staff as situations warrant


Diving is not permitted in the Lesson Pool; enter feet first



When jumping in from the deck, check first for other swimmers and enter forward, feet first, without
twists or flips



Only EKAC “Open Swim” toys, equipment and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) approved PFDs are permitted



No more than two non-swimmers under the age of 7 per adult (age 18 and older) guardian; At least
one non-swimmer must wear a PFD at all times. Adult must be in the water within arm’s reach of
child(ren)



Patrons may not hang on, play around or jump into the water near the ladders and stairs



All patrons must adhere to our “No horseplay” and “Hands to Ourselves” practices, including, but
not limited to: no dunking, pushing or climbing onto each other



“Slam dunking” or hanging on the basketball net rim is not permitted



All children and adult non-swimmers must pass the “Deep End Test” before they are allowed to use
the diving board or enter the Lap Pool or Diving Well



Spectators are not allowed on deck and may only watch from the viewing gallery

